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WHERE THEY DRAW THE LINE
Faculty
approves
contract
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Bristol, RI

Professors request parking gate
and lighten yearly course load
After months of negotiations, members of
RWU's Faculty Association voted overwhelmingly
last week to approve a new four-year contract that
some faculty members are calling one of the most
controversial in quite some time.
Among other things, the contract includes a
clause requiring that administration build a parking gate for the faculty lot on Old Ferry Road. The
contract stipulates that until the gate is built, faculty will not receive any parking tickets.
''It's one of those very sensitive issues among
faculty," said Mel Topf, a member of the negotiating team and former president of the union, when
asked about the "parking amnesty covenant," as it
is called in the contract. "One professor once said
anout is sex Wl

ty.''

Before going into effect, the contract must be
approved by the Board ofTrustees.
''We're pleased that they voted on it because it
Students wait in two long lines for a special pre-Thanksgiving meal in the upper Commons Thursday night. Bon Appetit
was
the contract that both parties negotiating had
management has expressed concern ouer students who "smuggle"food out ofthe dining hall.
agreed upon," said Judi Johnson, executive director
of Communications and Public Affairs.
Included in the contract are a number of revisions, such as an increase in the amount of merit
The letter eventually ad- pay available to faculty and changes in medical and
not be allowed to do so.
Ben Whitmore
dressed
the coffee cups harboring retirement benefits. Also included was. a long
The
debate
was
heightened
Herald Staff
when Bon Appetit removed the contraband: "Using the cup as a sought-after teaching load reduction. Under previ"Have you ever been to an lids for the disposable coffee vessel to take food out of the din- ous contracts, faculty were required to teach four
all-you-can-eat buffet restau- cups, containers in which stu- ing room is not what they are courses per semester. The new contract allows one
rant?" asks James Gubata, gen- dents were smuggling smaller there for. We know that students course release per year for every faculty member,
eral manager of Bon Appetit, the foods such as cereals, from the have conflicts at times with class reducing the required yearly load to seven.
"Going into the negotiations, that was a very
food service company that runs upper commons. Students were schedules, but we offer continuRoger Williams University's·din- upset that they could no longer ous dining serVice so students important thing that the faculty wanted some relief
ing halls.
use the cups for their intention- can plan their academic and din- from, and we got it," said Jeffrey Staats, the elected president ,of t~e RWUFA and Chief Negotiator
"It's like that. You wouldn't al purpose of carrying out hot liq- ing schedules accordingly.
This
letter,
and
the
return
of
go up to the buffet tables and uids. After students voiced
See CONTRACTp. io
start loading up your Tupper- strong complaints on the upper the lids, appeased the disgrunware. The owners wouldn't ap- commons message board, Bon tled student body and both Bon
preciate that too much."
Appetit returned the lids and Appetit and its patrons went
Whether or not taking food posted a letter of explanation re- back to business as usual. The
problem for Bon Appctit was that
out of the upper commons should garding the lids' absence.
be allowed is a divisive issue beThe letter stated that Bon some students returned to their
tween students and dining hall Appetit was trying to "make business: taking food out of the
administrators. Some students everyone aware that using upper commons.
"I can certainly respect how
say that they should be able to [paper] cups is not our best optake food out. while Bon Appetit tion, especially when reusable ce- students see it," Gubata said. - Professor Sharon Delucca, who voted against
maintains that students should ramic coffee cups are available."
SeeFOODp.2 the contract, on why the contract was approved
ARIELLE MILSTEINffHE HAWK'S HERALD

Bon Appetit struggles when students smuggle food

"I think people would have ·
11oted against it more if they
didn't think we were heading
into tough times."

Gergen: Give Barack Obama a chance to iead
Gov.] Sarah Palin will run in 2012. cess," he said. "A lot could go wrong in
Who the heck cares? We've got a lot of the next few months."
Gergen said Obama faces the
work to do. 2012 will come on schedFormer presidential adviser ule. Give [Obama] a break. Be re- toughest challenges of any president
David Gergen says President-elect spectful of him. Let the young man since Franklin D. Roosevelt, who led
the country through the Great DeBarack Obama deserves a country have a chance to govern."
that will unite and rally around him
Gergen, who advised Presidents pression and World War II.
With two months to go before his
during his first trying months in of- Nixon, Reagan, Ford and Clinton,
fice, as the former Chicago senator called Obama one of the "most prom- inauguration, Obama's work must
grapples with a poor economy and ising" young leaders he has ever seen. begin now if he wants to show strong
two unpopular wars.
Having met with Obama on- several leadership from day one, Gergen said
"He has a lot on his plate," Ger- occasions, Gergen called him emo- in an interview after his speech.
"He needs to have in hand a
gen told a crowd in the Recreation tionally healthy, disciplined and unCenter Nov. 13, speaking as part of flappable, and praised him for his strategy to carry him through and he
the university's civil discourse series "steadiness," which he said will be re- needs to prioritize. Then, how is he
going to sequence those priorities,
on the American presidency.
quired on the job.
"People are asking if [Alaska
"That does not guarantee sueSee GERGENp. 9

Phil Devitt
Editor

~ .------~-~
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News
FOOD: Bon Appetit says students create
'unexpected demand' by taking out food
Cont'd from page 1

"But we have to draw the line between what
is responsible and what's not."
Gubata and his colleagues are trying
"to run [their] operation with some financial
responsibility." According to Gubata, the
upper commons served approximately one
million meals last academic year. With the
volume of food being ordered, prepared, kept
heated or cooled, and served, Bon Appetit's
budget is complicated to maintain.
Gubata explained that Bon Appetit
figures out its spending budget based on students' consumption. Students taking food
out of the upper commons "has an effect on
some of the metrics we use to calculate our
cost per meals," Gubata said.
By taking food out, students create unexpected demand, which disrupts the
amount of supply that Bon Appetit calculated.
The rising cost of fuel, and thus the rising cost of transporting food, exacerbates
budget problems.
How much food Bon Appetit has to hold
"dictates the cost of the program," Gubata
said. ''We try to hold prices down for programs of the future. If students want the
extra service, they have to be willing to pay
for it."
Gubata also stressed Bon Appetit's "responsibility to provide the campus with safe
foods." The company is accountable for preventing students from consuming spoiled or
rotten foods. If Bon Appetit condoned the
practice of taking food out of the upper commons, the company would be responsible for
the quality of that food.
''If students have a legitimate scheduling conflict which prevents them from making it to the dining hall, we will work with
them," Gubata said. "Individual cases can
talk to [upper commons dining hall manager] Josh Hennessy. He can decide what food
is safe and can package it up for students to
take out."
Bon Appetit strives "to be sustainable in
every possible dimension," Gubata said.
However, it is hard for the company to
achieve its sustainability goals when the
upper commons is "using less china and
more paper.
According to Gubata, BOn Appetit spent
almost a quarter of a million dollars this
year on disposable paper goods alone.
''It is a two-way street," Gubata said. '1
can tell you about sustainability, but students have to live it. Sometimes you need to
make a little sacrifice."
However, some students who sympathize with Bon Appetit say they cannot
make sacrifices.

"I understand because it is food [Bon Appetit] pays for, but at the same time, we pay
for it, too, and we're paying a lot of money,"
said sophomore Becca Winslow.
Other students cannot find the time to
make Bon Appetit's dining schedule work.
''I am an architect major and sometimes
I am too busy to eat a full meal at the upper
commons. I'll grab a sandwich and eat it
back at my desk in studio. Where's the harm
in that?" sophomore Jon Crean said.
Freshman Tom Gleason shares a similar
attitude.
"I steal food all the time. The upper commons closes at 7:30. Most students are up
until at least 11:00. If I want to go to the
gym after all my clubs and organizations, I
don't want to eat before I go to the gym. I
want to eat after to replenish my energy."
As to why he does not use his Hawk's
dollars, the included money on meal plans
for lower commons dining hall purchases,
Gleason said, ''If I go to the gym five nights
a week and pay for $8 worth of food every
time, that is $40 a week. I would blow
through my Hawk's dollars in less than a
month.
"Going to the lower commons all the
time, I ran out of Hawk's dollars half-way
through he semester."
Some students are at odds with Bon Appetit's current policies. However, students
have some say in making changes to those
policies.
Every other Tuesday night •. Bon Appetit
holds a food committee meeting in the upper
commons private dining room from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m. with nine student representatives.
These student representatives are members
of the Inter Residence Hall Association, selected to attend meetings to discuss students' opinions on the dining program.
"The issue of taking food out has never
really been brought up before at one of the
meetings," Gubata said.
Gubata explained that his fellow managers and he would be open to "discuss how
to make changes to better serve students."
''We want to do all we can do. We want
students to be proud of their dining program, but we need to run our operation with
some financial rea~.iJity{ said-GW>ai..
"The university'~job ts tO give ·students a
good education. My job is to give them nutritious meals."
The next food committee is Dec. 2. Students wishing to attend a food committee
meeting can contact their IRHA representa tive for more information. Students can also
contact Josh Hennessy via e-mail, at jhennessy@rwu.edu for further information.
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Turkey baskets to feed
local fainilies in need
Nicholas Westbrook

Herald Staff

Of all the Thanksgivingbased competitions, one brings
out the true spirit of the season
at Roger Williams: the annual Turkey Basket Contest and
Drive is coming once again.
On Monday, Nov. 24, the Student Volunteer Association
(SVA) will host its annual basket drive. The baskets are to
be delivered no later than 3:30
p.m. in the faculty dining room
across from the lower commons. Three $75 gift cards
will be distributed to winners; year, the SVA hopes to get 75
one for creativity, one for COD· baskets to distribute for their
tent, and one basket will be efforts. Judging will be done
chosen at random for the final by President Nirschel and a
member of the audience selectdrawing.
Baskets must be easily ed at random. Once the prizes
moved and able to be carried are awarded, the SVA takes
by two people. Only non-per- over and sends the baskets out
ishable items (such as canned to the respective families.
"Times are hard for many
vegetables and meats, cereals,
and vegetable soups) are al- of our neighbors this year,"
lowed. Since DO actual turkeys said Liz Nye, SVA president.
are allowed in the baskets, a "And members of the RWU
have
always
gift card for one may be donat- community
ed instead. There are no other stepped forward to assist those
limits to the creativity; any- in need."
If you wish to register for
thing from baby food to decorative items may be added. Each the competition, send a mesbasket must ensure a full meal sage to the Student Volunteer
Association
at
for the recipient.
Each basket goes to a fam· rwu_sva.yahoo.com or by leav·
ily with children in the Bristol ing a written message in their
and Warren school districts. mailbox in the Recreation CenThe families are chosen by ter.
school nurses in the area. This

Registration still on for 'Turkey Trot'
Its name is funny but its community members is $20.
purpose is serious.
Half the proceeds will go
Registration
continues toward the purchase of shoes
through 4 p.m. today for the for children in the African nafirst Roger Williams Universi- tion of Djibouti. The other half
ty 5k Turkey Tr~L~..52acc ~_to will be donated to ~
beuefii· uderprivi.iegt;u---·
a w: "N"'a'tiijfili "'fat 1&1-~
dren in Africa. Students, staff mosquito nets, vital in Africa
and community members will because they supposedly stop
hit the ground running Nov. 23 the spread of malaria, the
for the run and one-mile walk number one killer of children
across campus, with Thanks- on the continent.
giving right around the bend.
Pariticipants who place
The race begins and ends first, second and third in the
at the Recreation Center, race will receive awards. The
where locker rooms will be first 300 registrants will reopen to participants before and ceive T-shirts.
To
after the race. Snacks and
register,
visit
water will be provided by Bon rwu.edu/athletics/recreation/tr
Appetit.
ot.htm.For more information,
The cost for Roger contact Clayton Roth at
Williams students. faculty and croth@rwu.edu or Mike Galstaff is $15. while the cos t for lagher at mgallagher@rwu.edu

EDITOR'S NOTE
Due to the Thanksgiving holiday, The Hawk's Herald will not
print next week. The final issue of the semester is scheduled for
Dec. 5. Enjoy the holiday.

ARIELLE MJl,STElNfTHE HAWK'S HERALD

Students enjoy dinner in the upper Commons Thursday night.
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The Hawk's Herald continues to prepare its new Web site this
week, with a launch date on the horizon. Until then, bookmark
our breaking news blog, hawksherald.blogspot.com. There you'll
find quick updates on stories you see in print, along with insight
from the editors and writers who produce the paper: This 'blog'
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Sophomore questions Senate transparency
Kyle P. Toomey

The Senate as a whole will
pursue talks with the adminisSophomore Russell Feely tration about a Safe Rides provoiced concern during open floor gram which would provide sober
at Monday night's Senate meet- drivers for the student body.
ing about what has been done to
A new ad-hoc Committee on
improve the transparency of Sen- Alcohol and Students is building
ate and to build a Senate that its foundation and throwing
works well together.
around ideas that will get the
In response, Senate cited re- student body to voice opinions on
the alcohol issue at RWU.
SENATE REPORT ~rh~~
The bill creating the commitsena- tee passed at the Nov. 10 meettors attend in order to create ing after several weeks of tabling
stronger relationships. Also, Sen- and un-tabling. The bill, sponate mentioned there has been sored by Senators Matthew Gullo
success in strengthening trans- and Ashley Saunders, creates an
parency through holding meet- all-student Senate Sub-commitings at the Mary Tefft White tee.
Center more frequently in order
The committee's creation is
to encourage participation. Fur- in response to recent concerns exther, Senate cited time-sensitive pressed by administration and
legislation and student involved students alike regarding alcohol
sub-committees.
abuse at RWU. The committee
Senate commended Feely for would include the student reprecoming before them and holding sentatives for the Alcohol and
them to their responsibilities, Other Drugs Task Force, which
something the Senate wishes it is not exclusive to senators. The
could see more often.
bill appointed Senator Brian McIn other business, Senate Grath as the committee chair.
passed three bills, all of which Other committee members from
were chair appointments spon- the Senate included Senate Vice
sored by the Senate Executive President Colin O'Reilly, SecreBoard. Cory Egan was appointed tary Ashley Saunders, and Sento the position of Finance Chair, ators Nicole Verdi, Katie McLindsey Spinella was appointed Cann and Nicole Foti.
to the position of Senior Class
Much debate plagued this
Vice President and Senator Cait bill for a few weeks. Some senaGosselin was appointed as chair tors wondered about the necessifor the Recycling and Sustain- ty for the committee while others
ability Committee.
said it was important as a means
Herald Staff

to encourage non-student leaders
to join the committee. The hope
is to get recommendations and
thoughts from the student bo'dy
which will be compiled into a
presentation and proposal for the
administration.
A second bill passed Nov. 10,
granting the Winter Illumination
Committee a sum of $500 in
order to cover initial fundraising
expenses for this season. The initiative of the WIC has seen continued support from the office of
the president as well as the student body. The bill was sponsored by Senators Saunders and
Katie McCann.
· In other business, the Alumni Executive Council has set the
date for its Alumni Dinner. On
December 4 at 6 p.m., students
dining in the upper commons will
be treateatoarr alumni dinner.
Each alumnus will sit in an area
designated to their area of specialty according to major.

Indian Navy destroys pirated
ship after grenade, gun attack
Compiled by Julia Weiss, Multicultural Student Union Advertising and
Outreach Liaison
NEW DELHI, INDIA--A warship that was taken over by Somali pirates in the Gulf of Aden was destroyed by the Indian Navy. An Indian Navy spokesman said the pirate ship threatened to blow up the
naval warship after authorities demanded the pirates stop the vessel for an investigation. When the Indians did in fact appxoach the ship, the pirates attacked with grenades and machine guns, to which the
Indians responded by opening fire and eventually succeeding in sinking the ship. (http://www.telegraph.co.uk)
MHANGURA, ZIMBABWE-- In Doma, a rural district of Zimbabwe, a food scarcity catastrophe is
unfolding. Doma residents are no longer paying everyone from educators to soap vendors in currency, but
in food such as corn, instead. Mhangura, a town of 3,000, hasn't h ad runW Q
WATCHning water for months, and power outages happen daily because of their
- - - -- - - - - -·- -inability to main utilities due to the cash sl:1.0rtage. ''There's nothing here.
l" eople are dying of illness and hunger. Burial parties are going out
.
" ~~.dP~,~,,er~
·veryday," said Michael Zava, a trader in Mhangura.
- - -~
(http://news.yahoo.com)
HELSINKI, FINLAND-- According to Finland's Finance Ministry,
our Nordin countries will lend Iceland $2.5 billion to help its country re"",over from their economic crisis. Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark
ll agreed to approve the support package for Iceland. Iceland is plan. .g on using the finances to buy imports and support its currency which
as lost approximately two-thirds of its value since the beginning of the
ear due to the collapse of its banking system. (www.boston.com)
GOMA, DEMOCRATI C REPUBLIC OF CONGO-- An additional 3,000 United Nations troops have
been requested by B1'itain and France to be present in the Democratic Republic of Congo, where the U.N.
currently has its biggest peacekeeping mission. The Human Rights Watch, the United Nations peacekeeping experts, and local human rights groups in the Congo have all requested more support for the
17,000 U.N. soldiers already there. In addition, a coalition of 44 organizations in the eastern Congo wrote
to the Security Council, asking for more troops: "this would help to prevent the atrocities that continue
to be committed against civilians on an ever greater scale here in North Kivu [province], on the border of
Rwanda and Uganda." (www.cnn.com)
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Campaign
to target
student
drug abuse
Allison Collins
Asst. News Editor

The Don't Blow it All Away campaign, a prevention campaign aimed at illicit drug use and a
creation of the HAWEs, placed flyers in the residence halls this week, according to residents ..
The campaign aims to disclose the lack of illicit drug use on campus, according to Donna Darmody, Director of Health Education.
"It's a prevention campaign to let RWU students know that in terms of illicit drug use... it is
very minute," Darmody
said.'We don't want to ere0
ate this ad having people
think that there's a problem,'' Darmody said.
Though Darmody said
RWU does not have a drug
problem, she J:ias he'.3-l'd of
students usmg illegal

''0 ne if the
.
[h
things
ave
heard from
students is
dru!fcQne of the things I that Students
have heard from student~ is are snorting
that students are snortmg
drugs," Darm?dy said.
drugs •,,
She said students

aren't only snorting cocai?e, _ Director of
but that they're crushing
and snorting prescription Health Education
medications like Adderol D
D
d
and Xanax- medications onna armo Y
that are not meant to be
,o: ' •
miiig ·&PttgS·~ iiiS'~W\1@JSCOO

ence than any other way of use, except smoking, according to Darmody.
Erica Seymour, a Health And Wellness Educator, said she brought up the fasue at a meeting.
Darmody said she mentioned a concern about the
rise in snorting prescription medications.
"[The HAWEs are] feeling like people are doing
this more than they have in the past," Darmody
said.
"Although RWU does not have a drug problem,
if there is one person on this campus with an illict
drug problem, we want to reach them. If there is
one person we can convince to never try it, we want
to do that," Erica Seymour said.
"If people think people are doing it, then it's the
norm, and they gravitate towards the norm," Darmody said.
"In terms of marijuana and illicit drugs ... it's
really a small minority that dabble in that area,
but that's not the perception," Darmody said.
"Personally.I have not seen any evidence of a
drug problem. I do live in Bayside, however, and I
have heard stories of people snorting illict drugs,"
Seymour said.
Certain things, such as drug use, stand out
against the norm, which is why people notice them,
according to Darmody. This thinking leads students to the conclusion that many RWU students
use illicit drugs, when in actuality, few do. The
media, she said, also plays a role.
Every two years, students take the Campus
Survey of Alcohol and Other Drug Norms. Last
year, 1,358 students took the survey in class. The
results from last year's survey are similar in number to those of the survey taken in 2006, said Darmody. This means students, for the most part, are
telling the truth on the surveys, she said.
The survey results show what is actually happening on campus, according to Darmody.
The survey had questions like, "How often do
you think students in each of the following categories typically use any illicit drug other than marijuana?"
Of those surveyed, 82.2 percent answered
"never," according to the survey results.
Even though the majority of students answered that they nev~r use illicit drugs other than
marijuana, they answered the question differently
when it was about their friends.
Only 52.3 percent of those surveyed thought
their friends never typically use illicit drugs other
than marijuana.
According to Darmody, the large difference in
these numbers shows a difference between reality
and student perception.

..
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Opinion

FROM THE EDITOR

Opinion section welcomes many· views, not just one
Phil Devitt
Editor

The Hawk's Herald received a lot of feedback
this week in response to "Elitist attitudes cloud
work of some student leaders," a column by Dee DeQuattro that ran on this page in the Nov. 7 issue.
Two letters to the editor were submitted in response to the column and they are printed on the
next page.
Even though DeQuattro referred to no one by
name and directed her criticism at what she believed to be a very small group of students, her column nevertheless spuned anger fr-0m people who
felt personally targeted by it.
At least two people took pen to paper and channeled their thoughts about the column into letters.
They understand that the purpose of the Opinion
section is to serve as a forum for ideas, both those
with which they agree and those they do not. They
also understand that the Opinion section belongs to
the community and that, as readers, they, too, can
contribute to the conversation.
It is no secret that The Herald welcomes feedback from readers and regularly prints letters that
criticize and praise the university, and occasionally, the newspaper itself. However, in the days after
DeQuattro's cqlumn ran, it became clear that some
readers were confused as to whose opinion the

column represented.
We hope to clarify.
DeQuattro's piece has been referred to by some
readei·s as an "article," an "editorial" and at least in
one instance, a "news story." Those terms are inaccurate, and when used nonchalantly, only add to
the confusion. The piece was a column. Columns
represent the opinions of their authors only, not
neeessal'ily those of the newspaper or its entire
staff. Columns usually run in the Opinion section
with a byline and a photo of the columnist.
Letters from readers intended for publication
run in the same section under the heading, "Your
Voice." Longer l~tters that call for more prominence
are sometimes printed in full under the heading,
"Commentary."
Finally, editorials refer to opinion pieces that
represent the newspaper's (Ol' a majority of theeditorial board's) stance on an issue. Editorials are
unsigned and usually run at the top of the page
under the heading, "In Our Opinion."
Opinion pieces of all kinds are usually found on
pages 4 and 5. News and feature stories, written by
reporters but devoid of their opinions, run elsewhere in the paper. That distinction is most important.
The beauty of the Opinion section is that it allows room for diverse thoughts, put into words by
both newspaper staff and our readers. By printing

Diversity is about much
more than color of skin
"Composed
of
distinct or
unlike
qualities,
being different from
one another, having
variety" is
the definition proDee DeQuattro
vided
for
Dee's Dish
the word 'diverse' in the
Merriam Webster Dictionary. If the
Roger Williams campus were to take
a poll, the finding would probably
show a general student body with
alike socio-economic backgrounds
that grew up in fairly affluent areas.
Is this really diversity?
The school is constantly trying to
attract diversity with one main concern in mind: skin color. Roger
Williams is not alone in this. More
often than not, this happens at
schools across the country. Many
schools seem to directly connect diversity to skin color, but diversity is
not just the color of your skin.
Our generation seems to be the
first;_ color-blind generation, and because of that, I think it is very important that people understand diversity as being more than skin
color. RWU needs to attract students
of different socio-economic backgrounds in order to truly promote diversity. The students would bring
different lifestyles and experiences
to the campus instead of the very
common upper middle class that is
most often displayed.
It is difficult for me to understand where the diversity is when
you have a "minority'' student who is
from the same socio-economic background as the white students. These
students went to the same schools,
grew up in the same towns, and
shared many of the same experiences. By attracting many of the
"same kind" of student, there is no
diversity beyond skin color.
Which brings me to my next
point. By focusing on skin color, we
are just further drawing attention to
racial differences. And why? We are
not so different. We should not divide
ourselves by the color.bf our skin. Diversity should be found by bringing
people from different social and economic classes together for one
shared education. That way, students can learn from each other and
the classroom. It would be a great
thing for Roger Williams students to
gain exposure to students who are
not as fortunate as they are.
So the question remains, how
can we do that? RWU needs to focus

on granting scholarships to students
in lower classes who can't necessarily afford this institution on their
own. The cost of RWU, which is now
peaking close to $40,000 a year, is
out of the question for poorer families struggling to survive in inner
cities.
The university needs to do a better job of offering aid to these stu dents. One way we can potentially do
that is by cutting some of the financial aid to students whose families
can support them. The school would
not have to take it all away, but
enough so that the university coUld
afford to bring students from different economic backgrounds to the
school. Maybe take away some work
study positions and offer them to
lower income students here on scholarship.
The university is taking efforts
to attract students through the ILA
Scholarship, or the Intercultura1
Leadership Award, which offers
about $24,000 to students in need
who have proven themselves to be
leaders in their communities
through academics and promotion of
an inclusive community. This year,
there were 28 ILA students and next
year we should hope to see more.
More needs to be done, though.
Perhaps this is not the flaw of
the university. Perhaps we could
bring it to a larger level and fault the
government. After all, it is the government that maintains the standing education infrastructure. The existing system almost oppresses lower
income families and sometimes puts
college out of reach, never mind an
expensive private school. The problem is that these lower class students deserve the same opportunities as wealthier students. Until our
government assists these students
we need to start to make the effort at
the university level.
I am not trying to attack RWU.
I
trying to point out a flaw in our
society, a .fl.aw in our institution. Too
often, we pit the color of someone's
skin as diversity when it is not. Different backgrounds and lifestyles are
the true diversity.
For instance, it seems we forget
that individuals with disabilities
also bring diversity to campus. The
university should do more to make
this campus accessible and attractive to disabled students.
It is time that we all put our
blindfolds on and stop just looking at
skin color for diversity. For the sake
of th.e university and the students a
stronger emphasis needs to be placed
on attracting students of different
socio-economic backgrounds instead
of just students who look different.

am

a column or a letter to the editor, the newspaper
neither condones nor condemns those opinions. It
merely puts them on display, side by side, and
leaves the rest up to its readers.
Like the rest of the newspaper, the Opinion
section is a reflection of the community it serves. At
times, that reflection isn't pleasant. And no one expects the views presented in Opinion to be agreeable to all.
If the newspaper is to be a platform for fairness, its editors are in no position to censor views
they do not favor.
Of course, this does not give Opinion writers
free reign to write anything they want about something or someone. If a piece is obscene, libelous, or
contains blatantly inaccurate information, the
newspaper reserves the right to not print it.
One inaccuracy in DeQuattro's column was her
statement that Leadership University is open only
to student leaders. An organizer of the event later
explained that the program is actually open to all
students, but admitted that the information should
be made more public in the future.
Aside from that, there was nothing unprintable
about the writer's column, whether we agree with
it or not. She has the right to her opinion, and so do
you.
W ~ are happy to print your opinions in this and
every issue.

U.S. presidential election
makes waves abroad
HistoThen, I awoke on Nov. 5 to shouts
ry
has of joy from people in the streets, who
b e e n may have been American or Italian,
made. On and immediately I knew. But, just to
Tuesday, confirm, I checked the newsstands to
Nov.
4, see that, in fact, Barack Obama had
2008, mil- won the election, and that the United
lions
of States was on its way to "change."
American
Following the election, our school
citizens took us to Rome for a day, where
sat in an- every bus stop, train station, and billticipation board displayed posters congratulatKelleigh Welch
as
the ing Obama. So, not only was I proud
that the world (or at least Italy) was
Lessons From Abroad
vot~s for
the
new proud of our decision, but I also realpresident fl.owed in, thus dete mining ized that the world had BIG expectathe future of the U.S. for the next four tions for us.
years.
So, through my own observations,
However, as exciting as it may be I can express that the world is excited
for the United States to stay up until for us. My hope is that we can live up
midnight waiting for the results, to their expectations, and that we can
studying abroad during an election is be regarded as a great country once
far more significant.
again. I would also like to see the gas
First, we do not have English prices stay at what they are, or go
television, like Fox or MSNBC, so lower, because returning from Italy is
watching television is worthless to get going to make my budget for break
the answers we seek . . Instead, we very tight.
(meaning myself, Ben Lefebvre, and
Ciao, Kelleigh
Brian Fontaine) had to stream three
Kelleigh Welch is a junior studydifferent news Web sites with constant video updates just to keep up ing abroad in Italy. She is an occawith the election. We fought with sional columnist for The Hawk's Herpoor wireless reception, pauses from ald.
web streaming, and the constant annoyance of 30-second forced commercials just to watch this historic event
take place.
Also, due to the time difference,
the peak hours of our excitement took
place between 3 and 6 a.m. We did
our best to stay awake, but by 6 a.m.,
Ben was the only one still up to witness the results. As for Brian and I,
we had to watch Obama's acceptance
speech the next day.
Now, it is two weeks late:i;, the
results are in, and the world has high
expectations for the United States.
..
cmCAGO SUN-TIMES
While in Germany, prior to the
election, I was approached by multi- Newspapers from throughout the world
ple Germans who told me that proclaim Barack Obama's victory Nov. 5
Obama was· the way to go. Although it over Sen. John McCain in the 2.008 presiwas Oktoberfest, and politics was the dential race. Columnist Kelleigh Welch says
only thing they could start a conver- people in Italy and throughout the world
sation with, I knew that the world are excitedfor the Obama admistration.
had high hopes for our future, and the
future of our foreign policy.

WANTED: A FEW GOOD CARTOONISTS
Are you a talented artist? Do you like to stay on top of what's
happening on campus? Do you want to see your name in lights (and

by lights, we mean the Opinion page of your favorite student newspaper)? If so, you could be an editorial cartoonist for The Hawk's
Herald.
We're looking for people to draw editorial cartoons about campus life and the big iltories that,affeet our readers' J.Nes. Cartoons
would run on this page every week. If interested, send --.:letter with
your inlormatiou and at leQt one sampJ~ of your work to
opinion.hawksherald~l.co8:l
befoft.Dec. 6.
.
.
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Senior sees another side of David Gergen
Poor David Gergen. It seems
that, despite his many talents as a
presidential advisor and commentator on CNN, the man has a hard time
making friends.
You see, unlike the rest of us
who form friendships based on similar interests, David Gergen must
rely on the invitation of a secret society to form meaningful relationships with other people.
How do I know all this? Let me
start at the beginning.
After showing up an hour late,
Gergen finally arrived to give his
much anticipated speech regarding
the election. The speech touted the
historic nature of Obama's victory
and the challenges he would immediately face.
The speech was nothing special,
filled with anecdotes from his time in
the White House and the same
analysis he gave to CNN days before.
It was clear that Gergen's brain was
on autopilot and had come to Roger
Williams to pick up a sizeable paycheck.
"Studies show that after 45 minutes, 25 percent of the audience

dozes off, 25 percent are still paying
"Are you a student here?'' he inattention and 50 percent begin to en- terrupted, before allowing me to finish.
gage in sexual fantasies," he said.
Just like that, Gergen's speech
"I was wondering if you could
began to come to an end. We had tell us what goes on at these meetwaited an hour and he had spoken ings every summer? And should the
for 45 minutes. Had Roger Williams American people be concerned about
not paid for a full hour? Whatever the secrecy surrounding it?"
the case, after the speech, Gergen in"Let me just answer this. You
vited the audience to ask questions, see, I belong to an all male group
his brain still on autopilot.
called the Bohemian Club ..."
First there was a question about
He went on to explain that it was
race and politics, next a question hard for someone like him, in such a
about whether the media is biased. competitive field, to form close male
Slow curveballs right down the mid- friendships (I could almost hear the
dle for Gergen. Suddenly, as I began ·violins playing in the background).
to ask my question, Gergen's com- He savored the male bonding experifortable smile disappeared and a dif- ence and noted that, while some of
ferent side began to emerge.
the club's members were influential
"A lot of Americans are con- public officials, making policy was
cerned about too much power being strictly forbidden.
in the hands of an elite few ... What
If Gergen is to be believed, he becan you, as a member, tell us about longs to this highly elite club, filled
the Bohemian Grove, and the meet- with former Secretaries of State and
ings that take place there every sum- presidents not by choice, but by nemer with the likes of George H.W. cessity based on his inability to make
Bush and Henry Kissinger?"
friends.
Come on David, you may be
And suddenly, in the middle of
my question, Gergen's brain smug, but you're certainly no social
switched off autopilot.
outcast.

Is it just me or is there something disturbing about our elected
leaders and high ranking public officials meeting for three weeks in July
behind closed doors?
I asked him about the video I
had seen online, in which someone
had snuck into the Bohemian Grove
and recorded a mock human sacrifice
called the "Cremation of Care."
"If you're a journalism student,
you had bettor get your facts
straight ... We don't do that sort of
stuff. There are rituals but nothing
like that."
By the end of my question, I
began to receive cold stares from the
audience, as if to say, "What the hell
is the matter with you?"
I left the Rec Center and headed
outside, now on Gergen's list of enemies. Chances arc I won't ever get to
ask Gergen a question ever again
and it's too bad. I would have asked
if I could attend the next Bohemian
Grove meeting. I hear they do an
awesome Cremation of Care.
David Hurwitz, '09

YOUR VOICE

Leadership column was unfair to hardworking students
I'm writing to tell you that l thought that arti- and conferences, every student can attend Leader- ence on thier campus should be criticized for it. We
cle about elitist attitudes and student leaders was ship U, and any student can run for a position on don't do these jobs for praise and fame, and we defcompletely off and slightly inappropriate. I under- any e-board and be a candidate to attend these con- initely don't do them because they are glorified postand that it seems like student leaders are all ferences. The conferences are a tool used to bring sitions. They require a lot of work and lot of time
over-involved and some are, but to say that all stu- entertainment and leadership skills back to bene- and energy, and more often than not, very little
dent leaders are elitist is a crazy generalization fit the whole campus. College is supposed to pre- payoff results aside form personal satisfaction in a
that has very little basis in reality. Most student pare you for the real world, and to hand leadership job well done.
In my experience as a student leader, I've faced
leaders on this campus, whether they be Team roles to people who are seemingly uninterested and
CARE members, organization leaders or just in- have no desire to apply or put forth effort for these many challenges that would have been avoided if
volved in many clubs, get little to no recognition for positions is nothing like the real world. The I wasn't one of the "elite involved," but I do it anytheir work. The amount of time RA's, peers, hawes, thought that each student should be allowed to way, like many of the other student leaders. If you
e-boards of clubs and orgs, senators and other stu- onlJ'il~e . leadez:ship ~~~~~ is a huge ove~sight~ ~~ me, th;~ fact that stude!1t leaders are willing to
dent leaders spend doing_work,to.make this campus better is equivalent or sometimes greater than ~ntecr~~~:fcf be -nobo y~left· fo rlµl clubs, <iom seek praise or recognition is more of a reason
time spent at a full time job or in class. At orienta- work on Team CARE, or be part of student govern- to respect them than to judge them, and this artition, each and every student is told to get involved, ment. As a student leader, if you ask me, it's those cle completely disregards all of the hard work that
Student Programs and Leadership puts out money uninvolved "too cool for school" people that treat us so many students put forth to be student leaders on
and time to organize an involvement fair, and it's as if we're beneath them, and this "elitist" attitude campus.
Rebecca Cleary, '11
each student's own decision to sign up and be a part exhibited by student leaders is actually a perception based on people's stereotypes of what leaders
Willow PEER
of these clubs.
CEN Secretary
In reference to the talk about "Leadership U" do. I don't think people who chose to make a differ-

Students should step back, take selves less seriously
Before I get into my opinion and support DeQuattro's article, [ want to put a few things on
the table. I can offer an interesting point of view
for this situation. I would consider myself an involved student, although not to the level of the
student leaders the article appeared to be aimed
towards. However. this time last year I was
rather involved: vice president of ffiHA and a student senator. To go even further, I would go so
far as to say that I was a pretty accurate example
of the student leader Dee brought up. I definitely
would say I had a certain level of arrogance and
feeling of superiority. I was not the only one. So
when you read my opinion of this issue, understand that a good deal of it comes from my own
firsthand experiences with myself and other student leaders.
Student leaders, especially those who would be
considered in the upper echelons, feel DeQuattro
was completely off target and wrong with her opinions, which I am a little surprised at. Don't get me
wrong. I am not saying that all student leaders
think they are God's gift to the world and walk all
over the rest of us. In fact, most of my friends are
student leaders, and have made great accomplishments. However, coming from someone who used
to be one of those people, I do not understand how
they could have been surprised or disagreed so
strongly with this opinion. I thought maybe student leaders would instead have used this as a
wakeup call.
Why do students get involved in the first place?
I'm sure part of it is to make a difference in our
school, but I think more often than not it's a way
someone can establish themselves, and once they
have established themselves, some seek to further
get involved to reaffirm their standing within the
university.
To be honest, I feel part of it also has to do with
power, whether it be power over an organization of
students, power over budgets (sometimes budgets
larger than any of us make in a year), etc. Unfortunately, with this power sometimes comes a sense
of entitlement. Yes, you may have great achieve-

ments, but you are just one person within an organization, and you would be nothing without the
others in your group. Sometimes, I feel some student leaders do not view themselves so much as
representatives of their groups so much as they
think they are a manifestation of their group. In
reality, you are the voice of your members. They
voted you in, and a student leader's job is to reflect
collective opinions and ideas, not to put forth your
own. Too often it seems organization members vote
someone in who they hope will actively push for
their organization's best interests, and once they
are voted, it turns around from listening to the
members to telling them what is going to happen
and how it's going to happen.
I also think on a certain level some student
leaders think the more they do and are in the limelight, the cooler they are. Or maybe the more their
organization accomplishes while at the helm, the
more validation they have for themselves. I know
in some instances I felt that way, as odd as it may
be.
Another issue that can be discussed is who we
consider student leaders. Presently, it seems the
label refers to students moderately to extremely involved in clubs and organizations (primarily organizations). I think it is an injustice to stop there.
Just because a student's time is not spent trying to
bring programs to campus does not mean they are
not a student leader in other aspects. For instance,
I would say that students who devote their time to
athletics are just as much student leaders as someone on an executive board. I would even go as far as
to say many athletes put more time and effort into
their sports than some put into our campus programming. Also, let's not forget the reason we
came to college in the first place: an education. So
when students pour themselves into their academics rather than a club or org, I still view them as a
student leader. They are doing just as much as an
organization's president or chair to promote RWU,
just in a different way. Those focused on academics might actually be better off than who we consider student leaders when we get out of here.

As far as I can tell, it seems as if this hierarchy
of student leadership has been around for a while,
each batch of student leaders perpetuating these issues, just because it's always been that way. So
why not take this opportunity to examine how we
run things and maybe change it for the better.
I understand there are going to be student
leaders who won't exactly see where I am coming
from. I only really fully came to this understanding after I became less involved and took a step
back from it all and asked myself, "Why does this
all matter? I am not any less of a person now that
I do not hold as many titles. My friends still love
and care for me." These years we have together
here are short so why not make the best of them?
Student leadership isn't everything. We may each
have a different role here, but no one is more important or better than anyone else. H we all just
took ourselves a little less seriously and accepted
there are so many bigger things out there, I think
we would all be better off.
Michael Mcgarty, '09
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From unhinged .doors, to "butt
walls," to Bayside beach parties,
students find creative
and often
costly ways to commit. ..
Alyssa Pe,.singer
Herald Staff

The "butt wall": a seemingly ordinary white wall in a Maple dorm
room, blemished with patch jobs highlighted by the fluorescent lighting of
the narrow hall.
However, these once-holes aren't
the average drunken fist-in-the-wall
patches; these are the remnant scars
of students' derrieres, and the memories of Maintenance Specialist Jesse
Paiva, who is responsible for naming
the wall.
"[Students] would run from the
dorm room to the hallway wall, and
hit it with their butts to see if they
could put a hole in it," says Paiva.
''Well, they succeeded, so this is one of
my patch-ups."
Similar to the "butt wall" is the
''head wall," which is also found in
Maple. Members of a men's sport
team would ram their heads at the
wall, presumably with no helmets.
Adding the "foot wall" to the list
of damaged walls in Maple dorm creates a nice list of human-anatomy
walls.
Every week, damages are done to
dorm rooms at Roger Williams University, according to Jim Finn, Maintenance and Grounds Supervisor. Not
necessarily as intentionally as the
three body-part walls, but not altogether less damaging, eithe.i-.
Including common area damages,
room damages, lost keys and improper check-outs, students are fined
about $100,000 each year, money
which is put into a general fund. Although this number may seem high,
according to Director of Housing Tony
Montefusco, it probably costs the
school more to repair the damages
than the fines they charge.
The staff uses a general guideline
to assess dorm damage fines every
time students check out and at times
when staff notices damages (for instance, during fire drills when staff
walks through each room). If the furnishings in the dorm rooms aren't
new and have natural wear and tear,
fines are reduced. The problem With
this system is that Resident Advisers
may tell a student that the.room loo~
fine, while professional stafleome in
later and find damages the RAs
missed, according to Montefusco.
"I've encountered body-sized
holes and really bad smells," says
Corey Konnick, 20, a junior and RA at
RWU. "The damages aren't normally
dealt with until the end of the semesters. They fix it pretty quickly if it's
reported, though."
When students don't report damages, or cover them up with posters,
they end up causing more work for
maintenance at the end of the year.
Another problem with damages students attempt to cover up to avoid
fines is when they try to fix it themselves.
''When students try to patch a
wall up, they probably do a terrible
job," says Artie Carreiro, a carpenter
at RWU. "And a lot of that comes
back to us because if we don't get to it
in time, the painters paint over it and
[the school] will think we fixed it
poorly."
''We had one apartment in Almeida where we walked into the room
and saw that there was a patch, and
it looked pretty good," Montefusco
said. "The CORE thought [the students] did a pretty good job patching
it and we shouldn't charge them. I
said, 'Are you sure?' and put my fist
through it and pulled newspapers out

yeat\is

of the wall. Thatcomj£'"~ ·~~lie
~~~
safety of the building."
hosted parties and extensive damage
A brand new carpet in Bayside went unreported. By the end of the
costs about $3,400; replacing a desk year, the room was a disaster.
"It needed to be repainted, the AC
costs $250; holes cost about $50 to
patch and repair; replacing a mat- unit needed to be fixed, there was a
tress costs $175. During the year, stu- missing closet door, bed and couch.
dents are also fined for vomit and Beer bottles and glass were so thick
other fluids that maintenance has to on the floor it was hard to walk anyclean up; whenever maintenance is where, there were footprints on the
called in, they come at a four-hour ceiling like someone held someone upminimum pay and work on over time. side-down, there was a hole from the
These fines add up quickly.
sink to the bedroom, and the refrigerAlso contributing to fines arc the ator door had an imprint of a body in
messes students leave after checking it," says Vogel. "There'd be like 70
out of a room. It costs $25-$50 per bag people in the room at once, so I spent
of trash left to be removed from a most of my time at my girlfriend's. I
room. There is also an item-removal still had to pay fines though."
charge of between $25-$50. Some
This particular room ended up
items are held for two months, while being fined about $12,000, according
others, such as canned food, are do- to Vogel; he himself had to pay irt>out
nated to Bristol Good Neighbors and $3,000.
the Salvation Army.
"I think it was a little excessive,"
"For some reason, [students] al- says Vogel "I don't think they asways leave their Chameleon Club cos- sessed the damage very well."
tumes behind," said Montefusco.
With students like Vogel's roomAt the end of the year, Housing mates causing incredible amounts of
takes a series of pictures of each dorm damage, it can be hard for mainteroom which are compiled onto a CD. nance to keep up with repairs.
A CD is made of every damaged room.
The school employs only 22 mainMissing or damaged furniture, tenance staff throughout the school
trash littering the floors, busted walls year, and there are about 1,400 dorm
and doors, rotten food, bags of pot and rooms requiring a lot of work, time
nauseating bathrooms are common and money to make them livable for
dorm scenes captured on stacks upon the next year-or sometimes for the
stacks of CDs found in Montefusco's next day.
"In less than 24 hours, we're
office. Although there are some rooms
that need nothing more than a good going to turn over 50 rooms in Bayvacuum others require a complete point for parents to stay at during
makeover and a strong stomach.
graduation. We also nave to repair
Eric Vogel, 20, a junior at RWU, rooms for conferences," says Montewas randomly placed in a sports quad fusco. "Within 48 hours, we turn over
in Bayside after transferring here one whole U of Bayside for summer
spring semester of his freshman year. students. That ends up being more

"I've encountered body-sized holes and really
bad smells. The damages aren't normally dealt
with until the end of the semester. They fix it
pretty quickly if it's reported, though."
- Junior Corey Konnick

costly because we have to hire outside
contractors."
According to Finn, one of the reasons some damages aren't fixed before the beginning of the school year
is because of these conferences.
"They don't give us a lot of time
[to do repairs)," says Finn. "Sometimes we have a week, sometimes
two, so some stuff does get missed.
Once we find out about it [when
school begins), we try to prioritize,
and depending on how severe it is we
can fix it that day. We're pretty much
caught up now."
Another reason damages may not
be fixed beforehand is because of students moving in early, while repairs
are still happening. The occupied
room may be overlooked simply be·
cause there was someone already living there.
There are many reasons students
cause room damage: intoxication,
messing around, and finding out at
the end of the semester they're not
coming back to school the next semester.
Though some might assume that
upperclassmen have the maturity
level to keep their dorm rooms cleanest, Bayside actually causes the most
room damage. Cedar wins for common-area damage, according to Montefusco.
"WA . had.~ SI n ~isi>ue ...,, at B~side
Where the kias~movecthRlf tHe'wan
going up the stairs to get furniture or
something in their room," says Carreiro. ''We've had seniors empty their
refrigerators-like meat that went
bad-into the ceiling. In Bayside
there was a beach party with a blowup pool; they filled the room with
sand, and than the pool popped and
water went everywhere-[the students] said the tub overflowed."
The staff has made some changes
to help prevent room damages, however.
Closet doors were removed from
certain dorms because students were
taking them off to play beer pong.
More importantly, the doors didn't fit
properly and one ended up falling on
a student, according to Montefusco.
By taking them away, students can
no longer damage them, though it creates a new issue.
''The big thing this past year is
the closet curtains," says Montefusco.
"Everybody steals them as a memento-they're $200 apiece."
According to Paiva, some tiled
bathroom floors have been replaced.
He says water got trapped under the
tiles, lifting them up and damaging
the floor, causing mosquitoes to
breed.
Also, the c;irop ceilings in Cedar
were replaced with suspended ceilings, preventing students from damaging the ceiling tiles and hiding
their garbage.
However, even with new damage
preventions, students will always find
a way to create their own butt wall.
"Last year, me and my roommate
built these long-boards over the summer out of old snow-boards," says Eric
Sweet, 21. a senior. ''They're really.
really flexi, and we would jump on
them like trampolines. So I was using
it as a spring to do front flips and land
in my bed, and I did it once and my
heel went through the wall. Well, I already made a hole in the wall, so I did
it again. This time I under-rotated
and literally my butt went through
the wall.
"And there were two butt prints."

'RW'U 'Band

"'Break of 'Dawn"
'Brirws
eferr 'Dawn
v

Photos By: Lorin Richardson, Asst. Features Editor

"Is everybody having fun yet?" Joe Gallager
screams out into the crowd.
This past Saturday, Break of Dawn's five members: (in order from left to right on picture featured
right) Brian Williamson, Brendan Burdick, Spencer
Dionne, Joe Gallagher, and Eric Sweet played at
"Club Hell" in Providence. The band, underground
for a year, has been trying to get its feet off the
ground in the RWU community and R.I. The band
is also growing a fan base. The music genre
hardcore punk is being modeled after bands such
as ·our Last Night," which gave the final
performance of the night.

The band members spent long nights practicing
and writing lyrics until the day of the show.
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Julia Gari Weiss and Paul Norman Pettini
Reporting by Lorin Richardson, Asst. Features Editor

Bachelorette of the Moment

-~

Bachelor of the Moment

Nicknames: Jules, Wholietta J-Dubs, Nicknames: Mr.Hot Pants
Cali
Age: 20
Age: 19
Hair Color: Brownish
Hair Color: Blonde
Eye Color: Brown
Eye color: They change colors ...right Horoscope Sign: Taurus
now, they're green ...I think...
Interests: I like playing drums, and
Horoscope Sign: Aquarius
anything musical and dig fishing and
Interests: Music, Movies, Surfing, boating.
Skating, Basketball, Photography, Art, Movie: Heavyweights
Dodgers and the LAKERS!!!
Book: People read?
Favorite Movie: Aw man, I love Music: Jack Johnson, John Butler
movies so I don't have just one, but the Trio anything acoustic with heart
first five in my DVD case are "Ameri- and soul behind it
can History X," "Talladega Nights," Travel Destination: Anywhere
"Blue Crush," "Lords of Dogtown" and with food.
''How To Deal."
What do you look for in a mate:
Favorite Book: Again, I love books First of all, "Mate''??!! What am I,
but three that come to ,mind are "Way Steve Irwin? I'm American. We say
of the Peaceful Warrior," "Keeping the "chick"!!! I look for fun, honesty and a
Moon'' and "Searching for David's great smile!
Heart."
What would be your ideal perfect
Favorite Band/Type of music: At- date: Well, I love the ocean so either
mosphere/Hip-Hop
chillin' on a boat or sitting on the
Favorite travel destination: Hawaii...or home in California.
beach chillin'!
What do you look in for a mate? Someone who is laid-back and doesn't Biggest Turnoff: Arguments. I'm easy to please
dwell on the negative things in life. I like guys who are honest, loyal, charm- Three things: A parrot for my shoulder, rum and Jessica Alba!
ing, straightforward and who know how to balance seriousness with fun.
Person I'd meet: Jimmy Buffet because he's pretty chill
What would he your ideal perfect date? I guess just talking and laugh- E-mail: ppettini@hotmail.com
ing all throughout dinner and then renting a movie afterwards .. .l'm pretty
simple.
,Qt
Biggest turnoff"? Boys who are conceited and/or disrespectful to me or anyone else.
r:~gles
If you were sent to a deserted island and only allowed to bring three
things, what would they he? My best friend Katie, a solar-powered XM
radio and my cell phone to call my parents and tell them that they should
bring my surfboard ... and probably come and rescue us.
.
If you could meet anyone from the past or present, who would it be
and why? Either my Uncle Gary Gross (who my middle name is after) who
t;b~~jectline
died in a car crash and was supposedly a super-cool guy, or my cousin Harry
Houdini (Eric Weiss), just so I could be like, 'Dude, want to pass on the family secrets or whaaaattt?'
E-mail address: jweiss245@hawks.rwu.edu

a suggestion or two ::for
of the Moment?

Let us know·1-at4aawksherald@gmail.com. Write
SINGLES in
and Asst. Features
Editor Lorin Rlchardson vvID. get back to you
faster than you can:: say (ttaken."

WQRI's Music Missal: Album picks of the week
Editor's note: This article is part of a series of 'new Artist: Astronautalis
music' reviews compiled by the m-usic committee of Album: Pomegranate
Unknown Classic of the Week
the campus radio station, 88.3 WQRL
Genre: Del the Funkee Homosapien, Sage Francis, Artist: Billy Bragg
Album: Don't Try This at Home
Grand Buffet, Bluebird
As it happens, this time of year is great for reis- Give Airplay: All
Genre: Punk/Rock
sues and the few big releases that want to take ad- Grade: B+
RIYL: The Clash, The Smiths, Woodie Guthrje
Listen to: Cindy of 1000 Lives, Sexuality, Tank
vantage of the holidays. So, if you're in the mood for
While he is ~--reissues and compilations, check out the double known fo1· his witty
Park Salute
disc remasters of New Order's ("Blue Monday," freestlying, his muGrade: A
"Bizarre Love Triangle," "True Faith," and "Re- sical influences and
Any big shifts in a band sound can be incredibly dangerous - for every Graceland, there's tons of
gret") first five albums, the Smiths' (''How Soon is interests fall outCut the Crap and other failed experiments.
Now") The Sound of the Smiths contain one disc of side the hip-hop
their best considered singles, and a second disc of realm as well: he
Of course, adding a rock band backing to Billy
Bragg might not be quite that big of a leap since his
rare B-sides, including the CD release of "Jeane." performed on the
Warped Tour for
earlier records were
So listen to this week's best new music.
-Tim Hollan, WQRI Music Director
three years. After
essentially
punk
all his hard work
rock songs played
Artist: Star F*cking Hipsters
winning freestyle
without any accombattles and competpaniment except for
Album: Until We're Dead
ing at the Scribble
his-electric guitar.
Genre: Punk
However,
the
RecommendJam, he has been
backing band adds
ed if you
able to make a
name for himself on t.,h_e_c_o..,1l"'"e-ge-r-ad-4'...
io-c""'h-a~r-ts-.-p=er- some weight to his
Like:: Chokfect for any fan of underground rap.
ing Victim,
music, allowing him
to explore stylisticalLeftover
ly.
Crack, The
Artist: Tom Gabel
While a few of
World/Inferno
Album: Heart Burns
Friendship
Genre: Acoustic, Folk, Punk Rock
the songs misfire,
RIYL: Against Me! Gaslight Anthem, Defiance like the title track, for the most part, Bragg stays
Society.
Ohio, This Bike is a Pipe Bomb
right on target. The psychedelic tinged "Cindy of
Play: 5, 10, 13
1000 Lives" leads into the Peter Buck and Michael
Play: 7, 1, 2
Grade: AEdit for Airplay: 5
Stipe assisted country-romp of "You Woke Up My
A
side
project of the
Grade: A+
Neighborhood." Johnny Marr of the Smiths and
Leftover
Tom Gabel of Against Me strikes gold with his Modest Mouse lends his writing and guitar playing
first solo project, which reminds true Against Me skills to the sex-positive view of the world on "SexCrack vocalist
fans of their older songs, while still maintaining uality." And while he's having fun, Billy Bragg also
and
drummer, they produce tunes based in a blend of punk present day values. Tom sings about present-day gets touching and poignant with reflective songs
sounds from past and present, including rhythm of situations in America, the thing that is most pres- like "Trust'' and "Tank Part Salute." The perfect
the '10s and '80s, while the vocals are characteris- ent in their music.
album for those of us who are looking for another
girl but also want to change the world.
tic of a more modern pop-punk influence.

Five athletes to be auctioned off for dates in name of charity
Ashley Willox
Asst. Features Editor

The RWU Student Athlete Advisory Committee will host the second
annual Athlete Date Auction on
Wednesday, Dec. 3 from 8 to 10 p.m.
in the Recreation Center Gymnasium.
At the event, there will be five
athletes, boys and girls ''up for bid"
from each sport, and those with the
highest offer will win a date with the
athlete of their choice.

Students Carey Baldwin and
Amanda DaCunha of the women's
soccer team are once again planning
and organizing this year's event,
which aims £o raise money for Camp
Hope, a children's foundation in
Passe Cataboise, Haiti.
One hundred percent of the proceeds will be donated to this organization.
"Recently, there was a hurricane
that devastated this r egion," DaCunha says. "And your money will go to
rebuilding a better life for this com-

munity."
And after a successful auction
last year, Balwin and DaCunha
have high hopes for this year's
event. They anticipate. an increase in
both attendance and donations.
"It did so amazing last year, better then we could have ever expected," says Baldwin. "The Roger
Williams community really stepped
up and donated more then we could
have hoped. We made $1,000 last
year and hope to double it this year!"
The event has a $1 entry fee and

will include free pizza, music, and of
course ... dates.
"We hope the date auction will
continue to become a yearly event
and will become more and more popular as the years go on," Baldwin
says. "I know that the children in
Haiti are always in need, so everything we do will benefit them in
someway."
Don't forget to come and join in
on the fun. Fill your pockets with
some extra cash and win a date for a
great cause.
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'Pants just feel weird' for senior who
claims he rarely feels cold or pain
Allie Conn
Herald Staff

A crowd of students walks
through campus, bearing the harsh
breeze and freezing temperatures
with an array of coats, scarves, mittens and hats. Amidst the frozen
noses and immobile fingers walks a
man wearing only a Hawaiian shirt
and shorts, content in his seemingly
inappropriate ensemble.
This easily recognizable man is
Robert Yaeger, a 21-year-old Chemistry and Biology double major. He attributes his daily choice of clothing,
which most people would consider unbearable during the below-freezing
months of New England winters, to
his above average tolerance to temperatw:e.
"It just doesn't really feel that
cold to me," said Yaeger. ''When it's a
cool day, it feels like a comfortable
day to me. I only wear jackets when
there's freezing rain or when it's so
cold, your flesh freezes in about five
minutes."
In addition to cold temperatures,
heat and pain barely affect Yaeger.,
he said. Throughout the summer, he
sleeps with a quilt and never becomes
uncomfortably hot. He can also endure more pain than most other people he.knows. An example of this tolerance occurred last summer, when
he had one of his wisdom teeth removed.
"After I got home, I took the
gauze out and my mouth didn't hurt.
I never even used any Advil."
He has never visited a doctor's office in order to have his condition diagnosed, because he believes that
doing so would be unnecessary.
Yaege1·'s doctors have told him that
he has an "athlete's heart," which
could result in a highly efficient circulatory system, allowing his body to
easily regulate its temperature_
He regards himself as lucky to
have such a condition since, according
to him, he doesn't exercise and doesn't eat the healthiest foods.
Yaeger's unknown condition
shares many similarities with CIPA,
or congenital insensitivity to pain
with anhidrosis, an extremely rare
disease of the nervous system. Pa-

MEET THE MEN
The Hawk's Herald interviewed the
guys competing in the 2008 Mr.
RWU pageant, a benefit for the Children's Miracle Network. It happens
Nov. 22 in the Recreation Center.
This is the final installment in a series of p1·ofiles. -Courtney Nugent,
Features Editor

Sophomore, Wakefield, R.I.

'HOTO

Robert Yaeger. a 21-year-old Chemistry and Biology double major, says he has an above
average t-0lerance to extreme temperatures, which is why he can be seen often sporting
shorts and other light clothing during chilly New England winters.

tients suffering from CIPA cannot
feel the sensation of pain or differentiate between hot and cold.
CIPA may appear to be convenient, but serious problems arise from
it. When children with CIPA begin
teething, they often chew on their
own body parts to the point of mutilation. Some, having gnawed themselves so severely, actually have to
have their fingers or toes amputated.
CIPA also prevents sweating, and
therefore can result in fatal heatstroke.
Yaeger, clearly, does not suffer
from such a life-threatening disease.
In fact, he believes his tolerance
works to his advantage. For instance,
he never has to worry about rushing
to grab a jacket when the fire alarm
in_his residence hall begins ~:in
the middle of a winter night.
The ability to withstand both cold
and hot weather leads to Yaeger's
fairly well known daily outfit. It consists of a brightly colored Hawaiian
button-up -shirt, a pair of khaki
shorts, hiking boots and wool socks.
Yet, although he has been insensitive
to temperature his entire life, he ad-

mits that his constant wearing of
shorts didn't develop until after arriving to college. After forgetting the
majority of his pants collection at
home, he realized that they weren't
really essential.
Now, "pants just feel weird," said
Yaeger. He wears them about once a
week only to appease his chemistry
lab instructor, wh0 wants to ensure
than he won't get burned by spilled
chemicals. On the other six days of
the week, he rotates between his approximately 12 pairs of shorts.
And Yaeger's not too concerned
about the possibility of weakening his
immune system and catching sicknesses due to insufficient clothing in
cold weather. On the other hand, he's
noticed that he's been healthier since

adop~,~/Du~1

annual illness he used to acquire in
high school has been replaced with
year-round good health.
Yaeger says the only inconvenience of his condition is peoples' incessant inquiries. He says it gets exhausting when all those people,
bundled up in hats and scarves, constantly ask, ''Where's your jacket?"

GERGEN: Political collllllentator says
expectations for Obama must come down
Cont'd.from page 1

such as the economy and healthcare? It's important for a
president to hit the ground running and to show no weakness or uncertainity."
Gergen told The Hawk's Herald that the high expectations people have set for Obama "have got to come
down." He said the promise of change Obama made
throughout his campaign can be realized, but only with
help from Americans, specifically "millennials," those people born between 1980 and 1995.
Gergen said he expects Obama to run his admistration similarly to the way he ran his campaign: from the
bottom up as opposed to the top down, relying on citizens
to mobilize themselves and continue to use the Internet,
an enormously successful component of Obama's campaign, to ~·ally others.
Reflecting on the other contenders for the White
House, Gergen called Palin, the former Republican candidate for vice president, a "sugar high."
"Palin energized the Republican party. She energized
[Sen. John] McCain. He had a spring in his step. I haven't
seen anything like that since Bob Dole took his pills," Gergen told a laughing crowd, referring to the former Kansas
senator's famous stint as a Viagra pitchman.
Gergen said McCain lost partly because his campaign
did not have a well-defined strategy.
"McCain ran a tactical campaign. Obama 1·an a strategic campaign. He had a vision where he wanted to go,
early on sat with his advisers; mapped out a strategy and
followed that strategy from day one to the day he won.
"McCain was always responding to events. Obama followed 'change you can believe in' right to the end."
Gergen, a CNN commentator and professor of public
service at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School
of Government, also used his speech to share memories of
working in the White House.
He wrote Nixon's resignation letter, which is now
housed in the National Archives, he said.
He recalled one of Reagan's favorite sayings: "When
faced with two temptations, always choose the one that
gets you home by 9:30."

did you get involved with
Mr.RWU?
I got involved
in Mr. RWU because I had heard
that it is a lot of
fun and wanted
to take part.
Also, helping out
my community is
very important to
me, so this was a
good outlet to
allow for that.
What is something that you have learned
through your involvement with
the pageant?
I have learned just how much a
small group of college undergraduates can accomplish.
What is a fun fact about you?
People who don't swing their
arms when they walk make me anxious.

MIKE DILLS
Senior, Tewksbury, Mass.

How do you feel about being
nominated for Mr. RWU?
I feel awesome about being nominated for Mr. RWU, but I mean,
stuffing
the box
helped
out a lot.
I
told
go
for

and

:p-a~tttl~

they listened.
Have you thought about your talent yet? Is it a secret?
I've definitely given some thought
about my talent. I am not going to
spill my little secret out to the public
but just know that it's going to be
amazing.
Boxers or briefs?
Boxers definitely. I don't like the
restrictions.

JOHN HANNIGAN

Junior, Hemriker, N.H.
What has been the most rewardAnd he said Clintc>n had a "brilliant mind" that al- ing part of your experience?
lowed him to focus on several things at once, especially
The most rewarding part of this
crossword puzzles.
experience was the actual visit to
"I'd be talking to him about a big storm about to hit the Hasbro Hospital. The firsthand
the east coast of Florida and he would be listening and re- experience of visiting the hospital alsponding while filling out a crossword. And he would look
lowed me to see
up and ask, 'Who was that character in the second act of
what exactly the
Aida?"'
funds we raised
were going towards. The Hasbro Hospital is a
great facility
and I was able to
see thatthe
money that we
raised is going to
a great cause.
Do you have
any hidden talents?
'"'
Yes ... I am actually a pretty
good shooter. Being from New
Hampshire and having a criminal
justice background I like to go to the
range and shoot skeet with friends.
One fun fact about yourself that
not very many people know is...
I played basketball with Michael
Jordan's son at a summer camp in
high school. I also had the privilege
of meeting Michael.

HARVARD LAW BULLETl.f\f

Former presidential adviser David Gergen speaks to reporters
at the White House in the 1990s, with then-President Bill Clinton by his side. In addition to Clinton, Gergen has advised Presidents Nixon, Reagan and Ford.

Come see the 10 male students compete
for the title of Mr. RWU Saturday, Nov.
22 in the Field House. Doors open at 7
p.m. and the event will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Over the last seven years, the Mr. RWU
pageant has raised more than $75,000 to
benefit benefit Hasbro Children's Hospital in Providence. Tickets are $3 for students and $5 for community members.
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CON'rRACT:-Faculty
approves deal
for the union.
Many well-established universities have smaller course loads to encourage faculty to do more research
and scholarship.
"We're not going to write the
great American novel here," said.
Sharon Delucca, chair of the graphics
design department, and 18-year veteran of RWU. "I'm sorry, you can't do
that when you've got the load that we
do, and the numbers of students and
advisees we have."
A late addition to the contract,
the reduced load may mean that additional teachers will have to be found
for up to 1/8 of the courses currently
offered. It is unclear at this point how
the university plans to deal with the
disparity. One possible temporary solution is that faculty would be unable
to take their course release until the
fall of 2009.
The contract was approved by 71
percent of the votes, according to an
e-mail sent out to union members.
Originally expected in October, faculty received the proposed contract only
a few weeks ago and have been vigorously debating it ever since. Its approval was by no means a forgone
conclusion.
"I don't ever recall this much concern about the contract," said Topf.
"I think the negative vote was relatively high compared to past contracts."
Of particular issue to many faculty was a pay raise that Topf says
won't match the projected rate of inflation. Faculty will receive annual
raises of 2. 75 percent in the first year
of the contract, followed by 3 percent
for successive years.
Increased opportunity for merit
also had some faculty up in arms,
with many hoping it would be eliminated all together in this contract.
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22 Resort
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27 Exit a computer
29 Change. us u clock
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37 Outcry
38 Hot rock
39 High point

"Merit pay is always contentious.
It divides the faculty and pits us
against each other," said June Speakman, president-elect of the RWUFA.
"It allows the administration-if they
choose-to reward behavior that
might not be beneficial to the university."
Administration and some faculty
argue that merit pay, when it works
properly, provides for those who work
for it.
"The history of merit has been
that the faculty take advantage of it,"
said Staats, who feels that the contract was fair. "Overall, I think the
faculty is in a better position today
than they were in befo':"e we negotiated the contract."
Part of the reason faculty may
have voted to approve the contracteven as many agreed it was weak-is
the struggling economy. Many felt
that faculty lacked sufficient leverage
to play hardball at this time. Had the
contract been voted down, new negotiations would have taken place in the
midst of a period when RWU is coping
with the loss of around $18 million in
endowment.
"I think people would have voted
against it more if they didn't think we
were heading into tough times,'' said
Deluca.
Like a number of her peers,
Delucca said she believes that the
contract is weighted unfairly toward
tenured faculty such as herself. New
faculty receive less pay toward retirement and generally receive less merit
pay than their tenured peers.
''I thought we threw under the
bus everybody coming in after us, and
a lot of people who are just sitting
here waiting to be tenured," she said,
explaining why she voted against the
contract. "I think it was cheap, and I
feel cheap about it for this faculty. I
think we did a cheap thing."
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Senate "Did You Know?"
~
of the Week
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Did you know that Senator Kayla
Morency has been a dancer
for 16 years?
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Come see the softer side of Senate .
Mondays at 6:30 p.m.
in the Senate Chambers
Check us out at:
http://studentsenate.rwu.edu
or IM us at SenateRWU
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Wrestling posts third
place finish in RWU
Invitational
high level and wrapped up his day earning a
sixth place finish.
"We are really pleased with the way we
The men's wrestling team hosted its anas a team," said senior Andrew
competed
nual invitational this past weekend in what
Jackson.
"We
battled ina lot of tough matchwas an eventful and exciting day for all
es
today
and
we
can definitely build on this
teams involved. The Hawks were coming off
performance."
a fifth place finish after they traveled to
At the end of the day, the Hawks scored
Ithaca College last weekend and were hop120
points, which was good enough to earn
ing the momentum would continue to Satthem
a third place finish in the overall
urday.
standings.
Johnson and Wales ended up
The first wrestler to deliver a strong perwinning
the
event with Messiah College
formance was Tom Tuminelli who was comclocking
in
at
second. Overall, eight Hawks
ing off a fifth place finish at the 149-pound
competitors
were
able to place in their perweight class last time out. Tuminelli wresspective
weight
classes.
tled hard and ended with a fourth place finThe Hawks will be in action again this
ish in the invitational.
Saturday
when they travel to Springfield
James Woods also executed his usual
take part in the Doug Parker InCollege
to
impressive play and had a very strong showvitational.
ing throughout the day. Woods earned his
second straight third place finish in the 184pound division and together he and Tuminelli have both began their seasons in
strong fashion.
Also performing exceptionally well on
the day was Andrew Hawley, who defeated
his Coast Guard counterpart 11-2 while
competing in the 141 pound section for a
third place finish.
Nick Cambi was also able to step up in
the difficult 197-pound competition winning
an exciting 4-1 match to finish in fifth place.
In one of the most exciting and compelling
bouts, Chris Nadeau endured a 7-5 loss at
the very competitive 165 class while finishing in sixth place.
The Hawks impressive trio of heavyweight competitors definitely finished their
day as the talk of the school. All wrestlers
were able to step up and deliver strong performances throughout the entire event.
Zach Weinrich had an all around impressive day and ended up finishing in second place to lead the way .for his team. Phil
Kelly battled against the Wesleyan heavyweight in a thrilling clash that ended 3-1
with Kelly earning fourth place honors. Ben- The RWU W1·estling team is 2-0 as they head into their Invitational Tournament at Springfield CcUege this weekend
nett Kissane· also continued to perform at a

Dan Malkin
Asst. Sports Editor

Hawks on the
Horizon
Men's Basketball Friday November 21st vs. Tufts University 6:00 p.m.
Saturday November 22nd Championship/Consolation Game
Monday November 25th@ Connecticut College 7:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball Saturday November 22nd@Lasell College 1:00 p.m.
Monday November 25th@ Salve Regina University 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday December 2nd vs. Wheaton College 7:00 p.m.
Wrestling Saturday November 22nd@ Springfield College 10:00 am.
Saturday November 13th@ University of Southern Main 12:00 p.m.
Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving Saturday November 22nd® Bridgewater State College 1:30 p.m.
Friday December 5th - Commonwealth Coast Conference Invitational
Saturday December 6th - Commonwealth Coast Conference Invitational

SUPER
SENIOR
ATHLETES
The Inter-Class Council's Senior Class Officers
and the Hawk's Herald will honor and highlight the
graduating members of all Varsity athletic teams.
From now until the end of the year, there will be a column showcasing several seniors and their achievements.

Congratulations Class of 2009!
THIS IS OUR YEAR
Look out for more Senior Student-Athletes
in upcoming issues of The Hawk's Herald.

#4 Ardy J agne
-From Bronx, N.Y,
this Soccer star led
the Hawks to a final
season score of 10-53. Playing back for
the past 4 years
Ardy has been a key
member of the men's

-#10 Danny Saccoccio
From lfolt.SviDe,
N.Y., Danny com~
pletes the Co-Captain
duo. A soccer superstar, this midfielder
and 4-year studentathlete ended his final
varsity season with a
grand total of 17 goals
and 15 assists since
freshman year.

Jill Mackey
From Redding, ~
Conn., this tennis pro
joined the team for the
first time this season,
which is unfortunate
because she went undefeated (6-0) in all
single matches played
this fall.

Jc

.....-~

Katie Wilmes
From White Bear
Lake, MN, this fifthyear Architecture
major, named captain,
has been a member of
the Lady Hawks Tennis team for 3 years.
Wilmes is ending her
fall season with scores
of (2-6) playing singles
and (3-2) playing doubles.

-""

-
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Men's basketb~ll does not expect drop off,
.striving for continued success in new season
"We'n ro"'6 to bt a fun and 1xcU·
U.,"""' to wtllclt-tlals 11ason.,,

TimMcKone
Herald Staff

In most cases when a team goes 17-11 and
graduates three key players, one of them being
the conference player of the year, somewhat of a
drop the following season is to be expected, but
not for the Roger Williams men's basketball team,
which seems poised for another successful year.
Head coach Mike Tully, last season's Commonwealth Coast Conference coach of the year,
has assembled a team with a nice blend of youth
and experience. The Hawks, which were picked to
finish third this year in the TCCC preseason
coaches' poll, are led by senior guard Tucker
Bashaw.
Bashaw is the team's top returning scorer, averaging 11.6 points a game la&t year while also
being named an All TCCC honorable mention
player.
Along with Bashaw, fellow backcourt mates
senior guard Billy Barrett and sophomore Corey
Fava also return. Barrett was third in scoring last
season for RWU, while Fava led the team in minutes played. Seniors Ryan McGinn and sharp
shooter Michael Woolley are also expected to play
significant roles this season.
Tully hit the recruiting trail hard once again
this past year and it has paid off with the addition of five new freshmen. Joe Kane, Dan Weidmann, and Gary Madison give RWU a lot of depth
in the backcourt while Vinny Russo and Pat
Flanagan are expected to contribute in the frontcourt.
Along with the five new freshmen, Taylor

Petruccelli, a transfer from Vassar, is expected to
be an immediate help for the Hawks.
"He's an explosive player who should make a
- Chuck Davidson, student assistant difference for us both on the offensive and defensive ends," said Woolley, the senior captain.
'We're going to be a fun and exciting team to
watch this season," said student assistant Chuck
Davidson. "We are a solid team both offensively
and defensively with a lot of talent so rm looking
forward to see how this season plays out."
The Hawks kicked off their season this past
Saturday with an impressive win against Johnson and Wales University. After a slow start, the
Hawks hit their stride behind three second half
three pointers from Woolley and pulled away winning easily 62-43.
Barrett led the team with 15 points while
sophomore forward Travis O'Dell recorded his
first career double-double po.sting 10 points and
12 rebounds. After an injury-plagued freshman
campaign, it appears O'Dell is ready for a monster sophomore season.
''Travis was hurt a lot last year and though
we got to see glimpses of what he was capable of
in practice, we never got to see him 100 percent
for extended periods of time in games," said
Davidson. "He's healthy now and has a year of experience under his belt and I think this past
game's performance is only the beginning fo1·
bim."
The Hawks take their 1-0 record into their
annual RWU/Courtyard by Marriott Tournament
COURTESY RW\J ATHLETICS
Senior guard Tucker Bashaw will look to be the leader of where they will be taking on Tufts University,
the RWU men's basketball team this season after the Friday at 6 p.m.
Hawks lost three key players to graduation

Malkin's Mind:-Texas·bell ringer,-pirates
and horse racing make this week's list
Dan Malkin
Asst. Sports Editor

Topic #1 - This week's award for
the athlete whose career is the
biggest mess goes to professional
golfer John Daly. In the last few
months, Daly has lost every one of his
sponsors except for Hooters, only
made $52,000 on tour events and got
arrested for public disturbance while
highly intoxicated. On top of that, he
is currently traveling around the
country selling his personal memorabilia to help pay his bills.
Daly is a complete mess and
should be permanently suspended
from the tour until he can get his act
together. In the mean time, he can
enjoy his lifetime supply of Hooters
wings and cheap beer.
Topic #2 - The 15 seconds of
fame award goes to the Texas Tech
bell ringer. If you didn't catch the
Texas vs. Texas Tech game, just picture· a young fat Shaquille O'Neal
wearing all Red Raider apparel. The
kid was going wild, shaking the coveted bell while screaming hilariously
with his tongue permanently hanging
out of his month. He basically looked
like a hungry grizzly bear that was
taking up way too much of ESPN's
game time.
Topic #3 - This week will be
monumental for the horseracing
world when Curlin will be auctioned
off to the highest bidder. Curlin, who
won the 2007 Preakness Stakes, is expected to sell for over $20 million. My
suggestion for this event is to run a
school-wide charity event to help

raise money to purchase the animal. you get on a computer, look for a pic- if it is going to happen. He is always
Having Curlin galloping around cam- ture of the man from California. He injured and he looks more like a midpus would definitely be a major con- looks like a combination of a wild dle-aged giant rather than a 20-yeartributor when it comes to admissions boar and a massive Wyoming buffalo. old kid. It is also said that one of
and school-wide tours.
Topic #6 - Mark Cuban, the bil- Oden's legs is shorter than the other,
Topic #4 - Somali pirates have lionaire owner of the Dallas Maver- which is beyond strange and clearly
hijacked a Saudi Arabian oil tanker icks basketball team1 has been does not help his cause. I hope he bethis week and as of this writing, are charged with insider trading. Cuban comes a great player while growing
demanding a ransom for the goods. is said to have sold 600,000 shares of into his exceptionally large and disMy suggestion is for the entire De- the Web site Momma.com one day be- proportionate body.
troit Lions team to take their 0-10 fore the stock plummeted, saving
Topic #8 - What I am going to
record and change careers. I'm sure a Cuban $750,000. Why a billi~naii;_e miss most about this year's college
pack of wild Somali Pirates would would riBk trouble for less than a mil- basketball season is Kenny George.
love to have the speed of Calvin lion dollars is beyond me and clearly The 7'8" center for the UNC Asheville
''Megawas a bad basketball team will miss the entire
choice. We season while he undergoes foot surt r o n "
can now all gery. The guy is so tall that the class
Johnson
get excited desks can't fit him, so he sits on the
and
the
3
5
0
for the fu- floor where he is still at eye level with
pounds of
ture couple the rest of the class. While he travels
Gosder
of the year with the team, an entire row on the
"Cast no
w h e n bus must be removed just to fit his
Shadow"
Cub an legs in the given area. He has no real
Cherilus
makes his skill but it is always interesting to
move
for' watch a real life goliath run up and
during
the equally down the court.
their next
hijacking
delightful
Topic #9 - Stephon Marbury has
mission.
Martha officially been declared the NBA playTopic
er parents least want their kids to
Stewart.
Topic play like and to be like when they
#5 - The
strangest
#7 - Greg grow up. Marbury has been placed on
looking
Oden clear- the New York Knicks inactive list and
profesly has a lot is currently healthy. He has sat his
sional athof potential disruptive and volatile self on the
and
may bench every game this year with his
lete has
got to be
.become a new head tattoo for all to see. All I
great player can say is his $21 million salary could
Marshawn
Lynch, the
· someday. definitely buy himself a fancy and exBuffalo
However, at pensive massage chair to keep his
Bills runCOURTESY OF YAHOO SPORTS this point in body loose while sitting on the team's
ning .back. John paly wins-this week's awardfortheprofessional ath- his career sidelines.
Next time lete wh6se life 1s the biggest mess.
I'm not sure

.,,._.

